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● The Tough Questions: Reaching the Powers That Be
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Who are my stakeholders?
Why do they care?
How can I reach them?
NOW what do I do with them?

● The Tough Sell: Crafting a Winning Ask
● Closing Thoughts
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Your turn:
Where are you in your customer
programs journey with regard to
engaging stakeholders?

The key stakeholder personas

Exercise

● The Communicator
i.e. Marketing, Content, Communications,
Community, Social Media, Sales Enablement,
Customer Research, Creative

Consider how many of these
persona archetypes you are
facing in your own organization.

● The Seller
i.e. CRO, Sales, Lead Gen, Business Development

Now, rank them in order of
priority for your speciﬁc
endeavors and road to success.

● The Peacekeeper
i.e. Customer Success, Retention, Customer
Service, Client Experience
● The Budgeter
i.e. Finance, Procurement
● The Producer
i.e. Product, R&D

(pssst… we’re about to talk about
what’s important to each of them!)

What's in it for them? (key metrics + beyond)
● The Communicator
○ Brand
recognition
○ Brand loyalty
○ Customer
content
○ Customer
insights
○ Reviews/ratings
● The Relationship
Manager
○ NPS
○ Retention
○ Adoption

● The Seller
○ Brand recognition
○ Brand loyalty
○ Product/category
penetration
● The Producer
○ Customer insights
○ Reviews/ratings
○ Beta testers
○ Focus groups
● The Budgeter
○ TCO
○ ROI

Food for thought:
Having trouble determining who
your most important personas are?
Take a look at these metrics and see
which ones are:
● Already available and easily
reported
● Attainable but not yet readily
available
● Feasible but require work and
digging
● Difﬁcult to determine given the
data available
You may have better luck ﬁnding
partnership where your metrics live!

Exercise

2-minute challenge
Write down all the channels you can think of to communicate with
stakeholders - get creative!

Share your ideas in the Zoom chat!

Factors to consider:

Methods of communication
Here are a few that worked for us:
We had fun putting
together a “roadshow”
series of program
presentations across
the organization to
promote and encourage
participation! - Victoria
We’ve had good results
with getting slots on the
stakeholder team
meetings, on a somewhat
regular basis! - Heather

We got creative with
media options: built a
quick “hype video”
about the program and
recorded a quick
podcast to explain it.
These were good
leave-behinds. - Sarah

For us, what worked best
were periodic emailed
collections of customer
quotes and feedback - a
huge hit! - Amanda

●
●
●
●
●

Time investment
Budgetary investment
Persona preferences
Established channels
Competing initiatives

Be sure to make note of your three
favorite ideas from your two-minute
exercise and the ideas you saw from
others and/or choose a channel for
each persona you are seeking to reach!

Barriers to Maintaining Support
and Success
● Flagging attention/engagement
○ Remedy: regular communication
○ Remedy: codify into existing
processes

● The challenge of continuously
proving ongoing value
○ Remedy: reporting dashboard
○ Remedy: scheduled reviews

● Personnel and time constraints
○ Remedy: prioritize winning over an
internal champion
○ Remedy: automate what you can

● Scope creep
○ Remedy: create a mission, circulate
it and stick to it!

NOW what?!
● Exercise: Take a minute to consider...
What roadblocks do you anticipate
might lie beyond gaining buy-in? How
can you prepare for those now?

Key Elements of a Winning Ask

The worksheet at right
summarizes the key
elements that should be
identiﬁed in any ask you
are making.
Nothing is one-size-ﬁts
all, but for any outreach
to your key
stakeholders, knowing
these answers will help
ready the way!

Element/Need

Response

Who am I trying to reach?

[Persona here]

What is my program? How does it work?

Include your elevator pitch and charter
here. What is it, what does it do, what
ISN’T it?

What channel(s) do I want to use to reach
them?

●
●
●

Current opportunities
Their preferred methods
Attention-grabber

What is it I want from the persona and
what will it enable?

[Describe your ask - Manpower? Budget?
L&D support? Customer access? Etc.]

What will a successful program achieve?
What can my program provide for
[Persona]?

Describe the impact, in key metrics, that
getting your ask will help achieve.

Optional: internal champion input

Any input or sign-off from your internal
champion in leadership, once attained

Questions?
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